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Abstract— As the interest for cloud computing keeps on 

increasing, cloud specialist organizations are confronted with the 

overwhelming test to meet the targeted SLA agreements, as far 

as dependability and convenient execution is concerned, while 

accomplishing cost and energy efficiency. This paper proposes 

Shadow Replication, a novel fault-tolerance mechanism for cloud 

computing, which flawlessly addresses fault at scale, while 

limiting energy utilization and lessening its effect on cost. Energy 

conservation is achieved by creating dynamic cores rather than 

static cores. Cores are created by the application of cloudlets. In 

other words proportionate cores are created. Core failure 

metrics are considered to be memory capacity, energy and power 

consumption. In case any of the parameter exceeded threshold 

value, core is supposed to be faulted and progress is maintained 

within shadow which is maintained 1 per VM. Progress of 

deteriorated core is shifted to next core within same VM. In case 

all the cores within the VM deteriorate, VM migration is 

performed. Results obtained by allocating cores dynamically 

reduce energy consumption, latency, cost and maximize fault 

tolerance rate because of reduced VM migration overhead. 

Keywords— Fault Tolerance, Energy Efficiency, Shadow 

Replication, Dynamic cores, Core Failure, Application level 

Failure. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

loud Computing has been developed as an attractive 

option for process and information escalated applications, 

because of its low costs, on demand provisioning of services 

and diminished cost of keeping up interior IT framework 

[1].Cloud computing will proceed to develop and sustain in 

the market because of the immense advantages it offers to 

established as well as newly set up IT firms. Late reviews 

anticipate yearly development rate of 17.7 percent by 2016, 

making cloud computing the quickest developing area in the 

product business [2]. Along with the benefits of cloud comes 

the constant burden of meeting elevated requirements of 

dependability, viability, and expandability [3]. These 

frameworks ought to regularly meet hard due dates and the 

inability to meet the due dates could have unfortunate 

outcomes. To avoid these circumstances, data centres 

constantly expand by adding more servers, networking  

devices and storage components so that high rising demands 

could be met within fraction of seconds, giving clients’ high 

quality experience and enhancing performance to the fullest. 

However, as the size of data centres increase, two major 

issues are faced namely failures and high energy utilization.  

As the data centres scales, the probability of failure 

occurrences also increases. With the addition of resources 

comes the constant threat of their failure. It is because of this 

reason that it is anticipated that in future extreme scale 

systems, the failure will occur in the order of hours or even 

minutes. If the failures occur at such a pace, the performance 

and user experience will be severely degraded because of 

increasing downtime. Keeping in mind the dependence on 

cloud computing framework, appropriate fault handling 

mechanisms need to be designed.  

Moreover, as the data centres expand and more servers, 

networking and storage components are added, the energy 

required to run these resources also increases. The storage 

devices account for 27% of total power expenditure in a 

classic data canter [4]. According to [5], IT equipments 

consume 40% of total energy which is shared between 

computing servers and network equipments. Given such high 

energy utilization patterns by these components, it can only be 

anticipated that these figures will increase will time given the 

dependence on cloud computing technology and constant 

growth in this area. In 2005, the power consumption of a 

single supercomputer was 3.2 Megawatt, which increased two 

folds in just five years mounting to 17.8 Megawatt which is a 

tremendous increase. So the need of the hour is energy 

conservation. 

The need to tackle two pressing issues that is failures and 

energy utilization, calls for the need of an efficient fault 

handling mechanism that is energy conserving but at the same 

time highly resistant against failures. The most popularly used 

fault tolerance techniques in cloud are checkpointing and 

replication. But none is energy conserving in nature. It is 

predicted that in future as more and more components will be 

added and failures will become a norm rather than an 

exception, checkpointing performance will degrade because of 

having to do excessive checkpointing to deal with rising level 

of failures. The time to checkpoint and restart from the saved 

state will eventually approach system’s mean time between 

C 
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failures, degrading performance. Similarly replication requires 

hardware redundancy to maintain duplicates of the same task 

and run them in parallel so that even if failure occurs atleast 

one instance successfully completes the work. But this 

technique consumes great deal of resources. To carry out 

process replication, atleast doubles the amount of compute 

nodes are required. Although massive research is carried out 

to make these two approaches energy efficient also discussed 

in this paper, but still a standalone approach is required that 

can manage fault and at the same time is energy efficient in 

nature. 

To address this issue, shadow replication was proposed that 

aimed at managing replicas of the process and running them 

in parallel with the main process but at a reduced rate. 

Reducing the speed at which replicas run brings huge energy 

savings compared to checkpointing and traditional replication 

approach. 

This paper introduces Shadow replication using dynamic core 

allocation for application fault tolerance in virtual 

environment. As it is known that virtualization provides 

immense benefits, be it judicious use of resources, energy 

conservation or providing high resilience to failures. 

Combining this approach with shadow replication further 

enhances it. This approach is further extended to dynamic 

core allocation which brings benefits in terms of energy 

savings, latency, cost and fault tolerance rate when compared 

to static approach. The contribution of this paper is: 

1. To design a scheduling approach that assigns tasks to 

the virtual machines in an energy efficient manner. 

2. To tolerate core level and application level failure in 

an efficient manner. 

3. To design an energy aware approach whereby power 

limits are defined and it is ensured that the virtual 

machine works under the assigned power ranges. 

4. To design energy efficient virtual migration 

approach. 

5. To design dynamic core allocation policy and check 

for improved core static policy in terms of energy 

consumption, latency, cost and fault tolerance rate 

attainable. 

II. LITERATURE  SURVEY 

Fault Tolerance and Energy Efficiency have remained two 

immensely researched topics of all decades. However, 

collaborating these two areas and studying them as one is a 

more recent trend. Great deal of work is done on making fault 

tolerance approaches energy friendly. Checkpointing and 

Replication are two most widely used techniques in cloud 

computing infrastructure. The two have been studied length 

and breadth in an effort to make them immensely reliable and 

energy effective. 

In case of energy efficient checkpointing, [6],[7],[8] were the 

first ones to give energy estimation framework for 

checkpointing protocols without even pre-running the 

applications which helped choosing the most energy 

conserving protocol. Apart from estimation, [9],[10] 

monitored energy footprints of checkpoint/rollback based 

operations by chunking the process of checkpointing  into 

subparts such as saving checkpoints and restarting from the 

saved checkpoint. After granulizing, energy consumption of 

each subpart is measured and added up to get the energy 

consumption of the entire process. Furthermore, energy 

optimization of checkpointing operations is studies by using 

DVFS approach [11], [12], preventing useless checkpoints 

[13], compressing the checkpoints to be stored in the memory 

[9], optimizing checkpoint schedules [14] and checkpoint 

chunks [15]. 

In case of energy efficient Replication, massive study is 

conducted across three horizons of cloud services namely 

storage, networking and computing. In case of storage level 

replication, [16],[17],[18],[19] have studied how to effectively 

manage data replicas to be stored by determining exactly what 

data to replicate, how many minimum copies to create and 

where to store these copies such that the total energy 

consumption drops. Furthermore, the storage disks can be 

switched to standalone state in case of light loads to conserve 

additional energy [20],[21],[22]. Moving ahead to network 

level, work is done on reducing delays to save energy by 

replicating data close to the site of usage [23][24]. At 

computational level, servers are zoned into hot servers with 

CPU utilization greater than 0 and cold servers with CPU 

utilization greater than 0. Popularly used data is maintained in 

hot servers whereas the cold data is kept in the cold servers to 

save energy [25],[26]. Furthermore,[27] proposed to maintain 

the data replicas on switched off servers on remaining active 

servers in balanced manner so that the access to data on 

powered down servers is not lost at any point of time.  

Apart from these basic strategies to save energy in replication, 

shadow replication is developed as a standalone energy 

conserving replication approach [28][29][30][31][32]. In case 

of shadow replication a suite of shadows or in other words 

replicas are attached to each primary task.  While the primary 

runs at full speed, the shadows execute at a lessened pace to 

conserve energy. The failure of primary task makes one of the 

shadows active by enhancing it pace so as to catch up with the 

work of failed primary and complete it successfully.  

The mechanism used to control the execution pace of the 

shadows is either via the use of dynamic voltage and 

frequency scaling approach [28][29][30][31][32] or by 

collocating multiple tasks in the same core and using time 

sharing to attain the required execution pace while running the 

cores are maximum frequency[33][34]. The exiting work on 

shadow replication is summarized in the table 1. 

Extending this novel technique of shadow replication, this 

work extends collocation approach to bring down energy 
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consumption using dynamic cores instead of static cores 

which shows immense benefits as highlighted in results 

section.  

                                                                    

 

TABLE 1 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF SHADOW REPLICATION APPROACHES USED IN LITERATURE.
                                 

SHADOW 

REPLICAT

ION 

APPROAC

H USED 

ENERGY 

EFFICIENCY 

ACHIEVED USING 
DESCRIPTION 

BENEFITS/ENERGY 

EFFICIENCY 

ATTAINED 

LIMITATIONS 

DVFS CORES 

Sahdow 

Computing. 
[31] 

   

 Introduces shadow replication which 

balances parameterized tradeoffs 
between time and hardware 

redundancy 

 Has the ability to 

save 15%-30% of 

energy compared to 
traditional 

replication. 

 

 Framework not implemented 

to measure energy savings 
achieved by this technique. 

 

Energy 
consumption 

of resilience 

mechanisms 
in large scale 

systems [32] 

   

 Checks the performance of 

checkpointing and replication on 
present and future systems where these 

approaches are not scalable because of 

increase in the workload. 

 Proposes shadow replication with an 

aim to increase response time 

compared to checkpointing and 
traditional replication and at the same 

time meet power constraints. 

 

 40% more power 

savings compared to 
traditional 

replication. 

 Message synchronization 

issues between main and 

shadow processes. 

Shadow 

Computing 
for High 

Performance 

Computing 
[29] 

   

 Proposes shadow replication as 
advancement over checkpoint/restart 

protocols that are time and energy 

consuming. 

 Proposes two ways to apply shadow 

replication namely: energy optimal 

replication and stretched replication. 

 Can save 58% of 

energy consumed in 
pure replication. 

 In the worst case 

also shadow 
replication can save 

17% of energy 

consumed. 

 

 Message synchronization 

issues. 

Profit Aware 

Shadow 
Replication 

Approach. 

[28], [30] 

  
 

 

 Proposes profit maximizing, SLA 

based and energy aware replication 
called reward based shadow 

replication. 

 Aims at maximizing profit for cloud 
service provider and imposing 

penalties on violation of SLA. 

 Also propose profit aware stretched 
replication for cases when failure 

detection is not possible. 
 

 

 

 Outperforms 
traditional 

replication. 

 Proper tradeoffs 

achieved between 

fault tolerance, SLA 
specification and 

profit maximization. 

 Leads to 30% extra 
profit due to reduced 

energy consumption. 
 

 

 
 

 Static power hinders energy 

conservation as when static 

power is high, slowing down 
processes does not lead to 

significant energy savings. 

 

Core level 

shadow 
replication 

Approach. 

[33], [34] 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 Removes the limitations of DVFS 
approach. 

 Incorporates the concept of computing 
cores with shadow replication. 

 Follows adaptive approach that is it 
adjusts execution speeds to balance 

tradeoffs between energy and delay. 

 
 

 

 

 

 Compared to other 

energy saving 
techniques, this 

approach saves 20% 

of energy. 

 Adaptively adapts 

execution speed to 
balance tradeoffs 

between energy and 

delay. 
 

 

 Energy savings are limited 
by static power. 
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III. AIM OF THE WORK 

Given that most of fault tolerance approaches namely check 

pointing and traditional replication are power consuming in 

nature. The aim of this paper is to bring forward an approach 

that not only effectively tolerates faults but is also energy 

efficient in nature. One such approach is shadow replication. 

Mills, Zanti and Melhem were among the pioneers to 

introduce shadow replication as an energy aware, highly 

resilient fault tolerance approach. This approach exploited 

dynamic voltage and frequency scaling [29],[31] to bring 

about power optimizations. Simulations and experimental 

evaluations highlighted the advantages of this approach over 

checkpointing and traditional replication in terms of execution 

time and energy optimizations. However, DVFS approach 

associates with it multiple drawbacks that question its 

viability. Firstly DFVS approach increases the rate of transient 

faults along with energy optimizations. Secondly, this 

approach is limited by the availability of number of 

frequencies and granularity of voltage control. 

In order to overcome the disadvantages of DVFS approach, 

Cui introduced another approach to shadow replication where 

instead of using DVFS, power is optimized by collocating 

numerous tasks within one core while keeping the core 

working at maximum speed.  This core level shadow 

replication undoubtedly enhanced the model proposed by 

Mills but is not without flaws. Firstly in Cui’s model cores are 

packed within shadow sets. The core level failure in 

adequately tolerated by this model by making use of replicas 

placed within shadow core. However, the failure of shadow 

set is not tolerated and in this kind of failure, the application is 

entirely rolled back and started from the scratch (Application 

level failure) which instead of saving energy will require 

additional energy. Secondly, the tasks are assigned to the 

cores as and when they come that is in a sequential manner 

with no regards paid to scheduling that can be energy 

efficient. Had it been so additional energy would have been 

saved. Thirdly, this model makes use of only static core 

allocation policy which restricts the model in terms of energy 

savings and fault tolerance rate achieved. 

This paper appends the shadow replication policy used by Cui 

to the virtualization environment and proposes appropriate 

solutions to the problems faced in Cui’s approach.  

The main contribution of this papers are to design a 

scheduling approach that assigns tasks to the virtual machines 

in an energy efficient manner, to tolerate core level and 

application level failure in an efficient manner, to design an 

energy aware approach whereby power limits are defined and 

it is ensured that the virtual machine works under the assigned 

power ranges, to design energy efficient virtual migration 

approach and to design dynamic core allocation policy and 

check for improvement over static core allocation policy in 

terms of energy consumption, latency, cost and fault tolerance 

rate attainable. 

IV. PROPOSED WORK 

This paper integrates shadow replication at virtualization 

layer. Usually hosts are integrated with virtual machine 

support to add parallelization to the existing host. Not only 

this, virtual machines offer easy maintenance, application 

provisioning, availability and convenient recovery. However, 

the failures can hamper the successful completion of the 

application leading to loss of computational data. Usually one 

way of dealing with this kind of failure is to restart the 

application from scratch on a new virtual machine. Doing this 

leads to the loss of work progress and the additional rollbacks 

increase execution time and henceforth energy consumption. 

So this is where the need of shadow replication arises. 

Shadow replication constantly maintained backup of work 

progress in the shadow core so that when ever application 

level failure occurs in a virtual machine, the work progress is 

copied from the shadow core to a new VM without the need to 

rollback and restart the application. The architecture of the 

proposed approach is highlighted in the diagram below 

 
Figure 1:  Shadow Replication at Virtual machine level. 

 

       CORE EXECUTING THE MAIN TASK 
                           CORE MAINTAINING REPLICAS/SHADOW CORE 

 
The architecture above describes the datacenter with multiple 

hosts. Each host is equipped with numerous virtual machines. 

These virtual machines enable parallelization of work. Further 

the entire memory capacity of virtual machines is divided 

among cores of equal size. Of these cores, one core is 

specifically allocated the job of maintaining replicas that is a 

shadow core whereas the remaining are the computational 

cores whereby the workload is executed.  

The functionality of the proposed model is explained in detail 

in the next sub-section. 

A. Scheduling Policy: 

The scheduling policy used in this model is energy efficient in 

nature. This model makes use of execution rate of virtual 

machines to schedule the application. Based on the execution 

speed of VM’s, the virtual machines are arranged in such a 
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way that the fastest executing VM will occupy the first place 

in the list and the VM with least execution capacity will be 

placed down at the bottom. The datacenter executes varying 

types of applications that differ in their behavior. Certain 

applications are compute –intensive while others involve 

processing large volumes of data. This paper specifically deals 

with compute intensive applications which require sequential 

execution of multiple phases with thousands of tasks. 

Likewise in this paper the compute intensive applications are 

prioritized based on the number of computation phases. The 

more computation phases the application exhibits the more 

priority it holds that is applications are sorted based on their 

lengths. The greater priority applications are assigned to the 

VM’s with higher execution rates so that greater priority 

applications are executed faster than others. This scheduling 

policy will reduce the execution time of an application which 

in turn will reduce the energy consumption. Furthermore, the 

application is split up into tasks and assigned to VM’s. The 

number of tasks assigned to each VM depends on the 

execution rate of each virtual machine. Within the virtual 

machine, the tasks are equally split among the computational 

cores. While the computational cores aim at task execution, 

the shadow core maintains replicas of tasks in execution. The 

core level replica management saves energy as the use of 

additional resources is minimized. Moreover core level 

shadow allocation also overcomes the drawbacks of dynamic 

voltage and frequency scaling approach. 

B. Fault Tolerance: 

In this model, failures can occur at core and application level. 

It is here that shadow replicas can be effectively be used to 

prevent loss of application progress. Now let us see how 

failures at each of these levels are successfully tolerated by 

this model. 

1) Core level failures: 

In case of core level failures such as core out of memory 

while executing some task, the replicas of the progress made 

by the failed task are picked from the shadow core and 

propagated to the next available core. The next core in 

addition to executing the tasks at hand will also complete the 

leftover work of the failed core using the replicas of the failed 

tasks saved in the shadow core since most of cores remain 

underutilized. 

 Figure 2: Core Level Failure in Virtual Machine. 

In the figure2 above, the virtual machine is equipped with 

three cores namely core1, core2 and core3. Of these, core1 

and core2 are computational cores where the actual task 

execution takes place and core3 is a shadow core where the 

replicas of the progress made by the tasks in core1 and core3 

are kept. In the case above core1 fails because it eventually 

gets out of memory while executing a particular task. Now the 

progress of the failed task in core1 is picked up from shadow 

core that is core 3 and transferred to core 2 which completes 

the task in hand along with the failed task of the core1. The 

important question here is why certain cores run out of 

memory while other remains underutilized. The simple 

answer to this riddle is that certain tasks are more memory 

intensive than others and require greater memory capacity.  

2) Application level Failure: 

As seen in the case above whenever core level failure occur 

the replicas of the progress made by the tasks is copied from 

the shadow core to the next available core but it may so 

happen that the next core too runs out of memory and so on 

till the virtual machine eventually runs out of the available 

computational cores. So this result in the failure of virtual 

machine to execute the portion of work allotted to it. In the 

usual case, if this scenario occurs, entire application is rolled 

back and restarted from the beginning but in the case of the 

proposed model, the shadow cores are used to copy the 

progress successfully made before the failure has occurred to 

a new virtual a machine in the same host. This saves the 

energy which had to be wasted to roll back the application 

fully and enhances the performance in cases of such failure. 

This case is depicted in the figure below: 

Figure 3:  Application Level Failure. 

Computing Cores 

  Shadow Cores. 

The figure above depicts the case of virtual machine level 

failure whereby both the cores, core1 and core2 in VM 1 runs 

out of memory and the VM1 is left with no more cores to 

proceed. So in this case the progress carried before the failure 

occurred is copied from the shadow core that is core 3 to a 
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new virtual machine. 

  

C. Maintaining Energy Efficiency: 

The energy consumed by the virtual machines is calculated 

using the equation 4:  

Energy Consumption =           (4)                  

Here,   is the percentage of CPU utilization for a 

given time interval. 

   is the power consumption when the physical host is idle. 

P2  is the power consumption when CPU is utilized that is 

proportional to the overall system workload. 

According to the spec benchmark, the energy consumption of 

the machine cannot exceed 250 watt. So this paper sets 250 

watt as a threshold value. If the energy consumption of any 

virtual machine is found to exceed this value then that 

machine is considered for migration to a new host. The virtual 

machine is not migrated within the same host as it may be 

possible that the other machine too suffers similar problem. 

Moreover, this energy equation is used to continuously 

monitor the energy consumption of all the virtual machines. 

So whenever, the application level failure occurs, the VM is 

selected based on its energy consumption. The VM with 

lowest possible energy consumption is selected to proceed 

with the failed computation. 

D. Dynamic Core Allocation: 

Till now, the entire work on shadow replication was done for 

static cores which limit energy efficiency and fault tolerance 

rate achievable. However this paper brings forward the 

approach of allocating cores dynamically and the benefits it 

has over static core allocation in terms of energy efficiency, 

latency, cost and fault tolerance rate achievable. The failures 

shown in the static approach above are similarly simulated in 

dynamic core allocation. The results when compared to static 

approach have shown a significant improvement. 

As seen in the application level failure where eventually when 

all the computing cores run out memory, the computation 

needs to be shifted to a new virtual machine. This process 

increases the overhead of moving the workload on a new 

virtual machine from time to time. In order to minimize this 

overhead, the cores are allocated dynamically according to the 

requirements of the workload assigned to the virtual machine. 

Furthermore in case of core level failure, the VM is equipped 

with enough cores so that the workload on the failed core gets 

easily executed by the other cores in the same virtual machine. 

Apart from these two advantages, dynamic core allocation 

also prevents the underutilization of cores as only those many 

cores are allocated that can satisfy the workload requirements. 

Dynamic core allocation policy is an immense advantage over 

static core allocation policy in terms of energy efficiency, fault 

tolerance rate, cost and latency. This is highlighted from the 

results obtained by simulation presented in the next 

subsection.  

 

E. Algorithm: 

 Input : Cloudlets 

 Output: Latency, Energy Consumed, Fault Rate, 

Cost. 

a. Initialize cloud:  

            Including Data centre, hosts, vm’s, cores and shadows. 

b. Assign Cost with Each vm. 

c. Energy Efficient Scheduling: 

I. Sort the vm’s according to their execution 

rates. 

II. Assign cloudlets to the VM with maximum 

execution rate which will result in quick 

computations and lower energy utilization. 

d. Create dynamic cores based on cloudlet (workload). 

e. Execute cloudlet on vm cores. 

f. Check for cores failure due to memory overflow. 

I. If core fails look for next available 

computational core. 

II. Copy the progress from shadow core to the 

new core. 

III. The new core completes the unfinished 

work of the failed core. 

g. Check for Application level failure when all the cores 

in the VM run out of memory.  

I. In this case look for new VM with lowest 

energy consumption in the same host. 

II. Copy the progress from the shadow core to 

the newly allocated machine. 

III. Resume the progress on the new VM. 

 

h. Check Energy Consumption according to the 

equation: 

               Energy Consumption =    

                                                      
. 

I. If Energy > threshold then proactive vm 

migration is required. 

II. Energy Efficient VM is selected in a 

different host. 

III. Copy progress from Shadow core of this 

VM to the newly selected machine. 

i. Output latency, Energy Consumed, Fault Rate, Cost. 
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F. Proposed Flowchart 
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                                                                                                      Figure 1: Proposed Flowchart

.  
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V. RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

The results associated with the dynamic core model of the 

proposed system are compared against static core model and 

following results have been obtained. The energy consumed is 

measured in joules, latency in milliseconds, cost in unit cost 

(rupees, dollars etc) and fault tolerance as the number of faults 

tolerated. 

A.   Cloudlet size 90000 

 
Table 1:  Comparison of parameters in case of cloudlet size 9000 

 

 
 

 

Figure 5: Comparison of parameters with cloudlet size 90000 

B.  Cloudlet size 85000 

 

Table 2: Cloudlet size 85000 parameter comparison 

 

 

Figure 6: Comparison of parameters with cloudlet size 85000 

C.  Cloudlet size 80000 

Table 3: Cloudlet size 80000 parameter comparison 

 
Figure 7: Comparison of parameters with cloudlet size 80000 

D.  Cloudlet size 75000 

 
Parameters Existing Proposed 

Average energy consumed 46.09626 25.330738 

latency 14574 12533 

cost encountered 637 164 

fault tolerant rate 54 79 
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Parameter Existing Proposed 

Average energy consumed 40.938152 18.412603 

Latency 14096 10755 

cost encountered 328 275 

fault tolerant rate 69 61 

Parameters Existing Proposed 

Average energy consumed 51.703804 14.504681 

latency 11532 9038 

cost encountered 793 276 

fault tolerant rate 49 83 

Parameters Existing Proposed 

Average energy consumed 54.405746 14.436229 

latency 13079 10503 

cost encountered 898 159 

fault tolerant rate 49 82 
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Table 4: Cloudlet size 75000 parameter comparison 

 

Figure 8: Comparison of parameters with cloudlet size 75000 

E.  Cloudlet size 70000 

Parameters Existing Proposed 

Average energy consumed 54.82179 5.2413588 

latency 11893 18173 

cost encountered 751 157 

fault tolerant rate 51 76 

Table 5: Cloudlet size 70000 parameter comparison 

 

 

Figure 9:  Comparison of parameters with cloudlet size 70000 

Results of the proposed system that is shadow replication using 

dynamic core allocation in virtual machines shows significant 

improvement in terms of energy efficiency, fault tolerance rate, 

cost and latency when compared to static core allocation policy 

proving worth of the study. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The proposed model “Shadow Replication using Dynamic 

Core Allocation for Application Fault Tolerance in Virtual 

Environment” is energy efficient, cost saving, latency 

conserving and highly resilient approach. The result so 

obtained proves the worth of the proposed model when 

compared to the static core allocation policy.  

The proposed model avoids the repeated shifting of workload 

to a new virtual machine in cases of failure by allocating cores 

dynamically based on the workload pattern which provides 

extra slack to tolerate failures making it high fault tolerant and 

latency saving approach. Moreover as cores are allocated 

dynamically, only those many cores are allocated that can 

satisfy the workload requirements preventing underutilization 

of cores and hence saving cost.  Energy efficient allocation and 

reallocation, keeping replicas in the shadow core making this 

approach highly energy efficient. 

Seeing the advantages of proposed approach, the future work is 

to test the model for different kinds of faults and to study 

dynamic core allocation in depth according to varying patterns 

of workload 
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